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The Kingdom 
of “Niceness”  
by Larry F. Johnston, Ph.D.    

I like nice people.  I 

just don’t like “nice” 
organizations.

Allow me to explain...

As an OD (organization de-

velopment) consultant as well as 

a fundraising  consultant, a 

while back I did an organiza-

tional assessment for a client.  I 

knew the organization had seri-

ous problems when I was in-

formed that for the last couple 

of  decades, no one who worked 

there had been fired (or “shared 
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with the competition,” to use a 

delightful euphemism from Ken 

Blanchard).

In and of  itself, that doesn’t 

say much to some folks, but it 

said volumes to me.  You see, if  

nonprofit organizations hired 

with consistent perfection and 

people never got goofy, lazy, 

crazy or complacent (yeh, 

dream on…), then no firings for 

decades could be a badge of  

high honor.  Kind of  a Baldrige 

Award for nonprofits.  

But since I’m addressing 

reality, not Fantasyland, here’s 

my inference:

Show me an organization 

where no one has been fired for 

years and I’ll show you:

An organization so desper-

ate or grateful for help it will 

take anyone; or,

An organization performing 

with such mediocrity that it will 

never achieve its full potential.

Why?  Because although as 

humans we’re neither Pavlov’s 

dogs or Skinner’s pigeons (think 

back to Psych 101), here’s a 

truth you can take to the bank:  

Behavior is a largely a function 

of  its consequences.  (I add the 

important qualifier of  “largely” 

because behavior is immensely 

complex and assertions to the 

contrary would be reductionistic 

at best, naïve at worst.)

Please understand.  I hate 

firing.  Some of  this may go 

back to the trauma I suffered as 

a kindergartener.  One day, as I 

boarded the school bus near our 

ranch in the foothills of  Palm-

dale, I quickly realized there 

was a new bus driver.  When I 

asked the bus driver where the 

regular bus driver was, I was 

told the other one had been 

fired.  Not understanding what 

that meant, but having wit-

nessed with horror a number of 

firing squads in WWII docu-

mentaries that were popular in 

those days, I assumed he had 

been shot.  My tender mind 

couldn’t grasp why a bus driver 

would be executed and it took 

my parents explanation to alle-

viate my emotional trauma!

But back to the assessment.  

The further I dug into this or-

ganization, the more I discov-

ered a profound mystery.  Of  

physics, to be exact.  The mys-

tery was that some of  the staff  

could have disappeared and it 

wouldn’t have created a va-

cancy!  

Here’s something I had 

learned decades earlier that this 

organization obviously didn’t 

grasp:  Discover the amount of  

mediocrity an organization is 

willing to endure and you will 

know precisely the degree of  

mediocrity from which it suffers.

While some might think my 

posture here is decidedly un-

christian, here’s my take.  

First, Jesus is my número 

uno role model.  And as trou-

bling as some may find it, Jesus 

wasn’t nice.  

Kind?  Unquestionably.  

Compassionate?  Incontestably.  

But, “nice”?  If  you were doing 
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a focus group with the local 

Pharisees, do you think “nice” 

would have been one of  their 

preferred descriptors for Jesus?

Frankly, that’s why I imme-

diately get nervous in organiza-

tions when I’m told in discuss-

ing someone’s performance 

that, “He’s a nice guy.”  Imme-

diately I think, “Oh, dear.  God 

help us.  Another incompetent.”  

I’m only partially serious here, 

and clearly you can be nice and 

competent, but hopefully you 

get the point.  I’ve just discov-

ered that many Christian or-

ganizations value “niceness” 

over performance.  After all, it 

just wouldn’t be nice to fire 

someone.

My normal inclination is to 

make firing the last recourse 

(excluding, of  course, reasons of 

criminal, immoral, or outra-

geous behavior).  In fact, I’ll go 

the second mile whenever pos-

sible to find other remedial, cor-

rective, or restorative interven-

tions for inadequate perform-

ance.

But show me an organiza-

tion where no one has been 

fired for decades and I’ll show 

you an organization that is far 

from firing on all cylinders.  

It’s simply getting the medi-

ocrity it deserves and probably 

for one very bad reason.  It tol-

erates the “kingdom of  nice-

ness.”

For more about how to   
secure your base and      
increase income during 
difficult economic times, 
contact Larry Johnston,    
or any of  the McConkey • 
Johnston team, by visiting 
our web site at: 
mcconkey-johnston.com.
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